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It’s not as well known as north or south Wales, but as Stuart Render 
reports, the heart of Wales has some hidden gems just waiting to be 
discovered by tour planners looking for something new.

s

As you walk around the magnificent Gothic revival mansion that is 
The Hall at Abbey-Cwm-Hir, some seven miles northwest of 
Llandrindrod Wells in Mid Wales, you find yourself thinking: ‘This is 
simply astonishing’. To be honest, there are many such moments, as 

one room after another reveals remarkable examples of classic interior design, 
collections of clothing, bathrooms themed to trains, castles and the 1930s, and 
bedrooms themed to schooldays, the seaside and transport. There’s even a snooker 
room celebrating the Arthurian legend.

Each of the 52 rooms in the Hall, are individually decorated and ‘stocked’. 
And, just when you think there can’t be any more surprises, you turn a 
corner and spy a collection of miniature dolls houses, oh, and over there, a 
collection of food packaging from years gone by!

All of this is the work of Paul and Victoria Humpherston who bought 
the empty Hall in 1997. ‘The Hall was built in 1834 as a private home, and 
has remained as a private home ever since,’ says Paul. ‘When we moved in 
we decided to begin what I guess you could describe as a series of flights 
of fancy. Pretty much everything you see has been bought, acquired, 
commissioned or created.’ Paul welcomes groups in the Garden Room, a 
space that features 134 enamel signs on the walls, a red telephone box, and a 
bar. The Garden Room itself would be enough of a visitor attraction in itself.

Tours of the Hall usually take place at 10.30am and 2pm, led either by 
Paul, or one of a small number of family and friends who share his passion 
for what’s been achieved. Groups of 20 or more will be split into smaller 
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Paul Humpherston introduces visitors to one of Abbey-Cwm-Hir’s many rooms
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The Hall and gardens at Abbey-Cwm-Hir near to Llandrindrod Wells
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groups.  He explains, ‘There are four reasons why people come to visit 
us - history and architecture, interior design, collections, and the 12-acre 
gardens and grounds. It’s popular with groups of all types because there’s 
something for everyone. There are no roped-off areas, and you can sit 
on any of the chairs. This is as near to actually staying as a house guest 
as you can get.’

Paul delivers the tour in a laid-back style, throwing in a few delightful 
anecdotes and amusing stories of the provenance of items.  

The walking tour of the house (only the ground floor is wheelchair 
accessible) lasts around two hours. Add in time to explore the gardens 
and you have a total dwell time of around three hours. It could be the 
most memorable three hours you ever spend! 

Group rates are available for parties of eight or more and refreshments 
or meals can be arranged. From 1st November to early January the Hall 
receives the festive treatment that includes a Christmas tree in each room. 

The Elan Valley, located between Llandrindod Wells and 
Aberystwyth, is a beautiful and unspoilt area featuring dams and 
reservoirs in a spectacular landscape. There are two tours for groups, 
each led by one of the team of Rangers who travels with you on the coach.

The ‘Standard Valley Tour’ starts at the modern, purpose-built visitor 
centre with toilets and a spacious café. Your Ranger will guide you along 
the B4518, the public road that meanders through the valley, and includes 
a stop-off at Craig Goch, the ‘top dam’. The tour takes between an hour 
and an hour and a half, depending on how many stops you might want 
to make to enjoy the scenery. The tour price (summer 2016) is £80 per 
coach, regardless of the number of passengers.

A second tour follows the same route, but stops at the Pen-y-Garreg 
Dam where the Ranger will take you deep inside the 
Victorian structure. There are steps, it’s rather dark, 
and it can be wet, but when you emerge into daylight 
in the middle tower of the dam I defy you not to be 
impressed. The price for this tour (summer 2016) is 
£120 per coach.

The roads can be cosy for a coach, so there’s a rule 
that tours always run clockwise round the route. If time 
is tight, the visitor centre café, with wonderful views 
of the River Elan and the nearby Caban Coch Dam, is 
ideal for a refreshment and toilet stop-off. 

Jenny Phillips, Head Ranger, sums up why the Elan 
Valley is a popular choice for groups. ‘It doesn’t matter 
what time of day you come to visit us, the views are 
stunning and, as a haven for wildlife, there’s always 
something to see,’ she says.

The Vale of Rheidol Railway is a narrow gauge 
steam-hauled line that runs for 12 miles, climbing from Aberystwyth to 
Devil’s Bridge in the heart of the Cambrian Mountains. The journey takes 
an hour each way and offers spectacular views as the little train hugs the 
valley sides.

At Devil’s Bridge groups can enjoy a café, walk the five minutes or so 
along to the famous Three Bridges where, if your legs will take it, you can 

walk down steep paths to waterfalls. Discounts are available for groups of 
15 or more on the train and the coach driver and GTO go free.

These attractions form part of a four-day tour available through 
Greatdays Travel Group. The itinerary is based at The Metropole, a 
family-owned, group-friendly, four-star hotel in the centre of Llandrindod 
Wells. The hotel has been sympathetically refurbished with 108 well-
appointed rooms, a spacious lounge area and restaurant and separate 
meeting rooms for groups wanting to get together for a tour briefing, or 
perhaps a craft demonstration. The Rock Spa has a large swimming pool, 
a hot tub and treatment rooms. Coaches can park for free in the large car 
park. Owners Justin and Judy Baird-Murray say, ‘This itinerary offers a 
sense of discovery in a somewhat forgotten destination. We look forward 
to welcoming groups to this unique and special place very soon.’

Also included in the GreatDays Tour is a canal boat cruise from Brecon 
on the Monmouthshire & Brecon Canal, a visit to Brecon Cathedral, and 
time in Hay-on-Wye exploring the many bookshops, quaint back streets 
and hidden tea rooms.

An optional visit is to Talgarth Mill, a lovely little attraction which 
opened in 2011. Here a 45-minute 
guided tour of the mill ends in a 
hidden garden.

Meanwhile in Aberystwyth, 
groups can ride the Cliff Railway 
up to Constitution Hill and the Y 
Consti restaurant for great views 
of the town. On the journey to and 
from the Metropole Hotel, GTOs 
could consider stopping at the 
award-winning Judge’s Lodging in 
Presteigne. Here you can step back to 
the 1870s, see an original courtroom, 
and find out how the world looked to 
Victorian judges, their servants and 
their felonious guests, lit only by oil 
and gas lamps.

The Craig Goch Dam in the Elan Valley
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The striking Metropole Hotel in Llandrindrod Wells is the 
base for GreatDays Travel Group’s four-day tour

View over Aberystwyth from the Cliff Railway
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For further information
Contact GreatDays Travel Group on 0161 928 3242 or visit www.greatdays.co.uk. 
Contact Metropole Hotel on 01597 828 590 or visit www.metropole.co.uk.


